Websites for Ottoman History (not complete, by any means!)

http://travelro.wordpress.com/2009/09/30/tighina-moldova/

Moldova as part of Ottomans

http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/1334937

The Ottomans wiki

http://www.balkantravellers.com/en/read/article/682

Ottoman bridge in Bulgaria


Suleiman mosque from 1522 in Rhodes

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Judaism/expulsion.html

1492 expulsion of Jews from Spain

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/otto1/hd_otto1.htm

Met Museum of Art – collection and history

Wikipedia has tons of articles – verification of accuracy is a bit tricky at times.....